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Beta to
remember
president
By Kristin Saunders
News Editor
How does one remember a
leader and a friend? That is the
daunting question before the brothers of Beta Theta Pi.
On July 1 the fraternity's president, Andrew McMillan, died in a
summer accident. Topsham Police
Lt.Christopher Lewis said in a July
3 article of the Portland Press
Herald that McMillan worked as a
house painter for College Pro
Painters. McMillan was carrying a
40-foot aluminum ladder with
Brett Dumont, of Bailey Island,
when they lost their balance and
the ladder came in contact with a
set of power lines near the
Topsham home they planned to
paint.
McMillan was set to begin his
third year at the University of
Maine as a engineering major. He
was known to many of his friends
as"Drew Guy."
Acting Beta Theta Pi President
Zarh Moody said the fraternity is
now trying to find a way to remember McMillan. He said they plan to
create a committee because various
ideas are floating around. He said
some of the ideas they have mentioned are a scholarship, collage
and plaque in their chapter room or
a bench outside their house bearing
McMillan's name. He said they
want to make sure he is remembered and what is chosen will stand
out.
"I-le was a huge part of our
chapter," Moody, who was

_•••

under review following fire

By Kristin Saunders
News Editor
An accidental fire has left one
University of Maine fraternity without a house, following an inspection by the State Fire Marshal's
Office.
Police Chief Noel March said an
Aug. 25 fire alarm lead to the
inspection of the Phi Gamma Delta,
Fiji, fraternity house, located at 79

College Ave. He said the fire alarm
was a result of a curtain fire in an
upstairs room. The fire is believed
to be accidental and have been
started by a candle. He said the fire
was a very close call because the
house did not have a sprinkler system.
A report by the State Fire
Marshal's office reported 56 violations throughout the fraternity
house.

March said the national office
and local alumni closed the house
themselves.
"The condition (of the house)
was unfit from a health and safety
standpoint, not just code," March
said.
Jonathan Smith,President of the
Phi Gamma Delta Housing
Corporation, said the there is a lot
of work to be done to the house,
both big and small. He said the

work should take about one year to
complete.
"We want to make sure we have
a safe environment for the young
men to live in," Smith said.
The Fire Marshal's report
included findings of no sprinklers,
disconnected smoke detectors, exit
signs,emergency lights and electric
code.
See FIJI on page 3

Big Jam

CAMPUS PH010 • JEFF BOWEN
NOW TRANSMISSION - Local band Now Transmission follows Dr.Radicals at the Big Jam, an lntrafraternity
Council, Panhel and Campus Activities Board event to kick off formal recruitment.

See BETA on pap 3

Once condemned,York Village opens doors again
By Jackie Farwell
Assistant News Editor
With memories of last year's
campus housing crunch still fresh in
many students minds, more than
100 upper-classmen and first-year
students await permanent housing
as a new academic year begins at
the University of Maine.
Comprised primarily of the 79
honor students awaiting the completion of renovations at Ballentine
Hall,a population of about 120 students is being temporarily housed at

York Village, according to Housing
Services Director Andy Matthews.
One freshman, upperclassmen and
transfer students who missed the
June I housing application deadline
- some filing as late as two weeks
ago - make up the remainder of the
group,he said.
"Im kind of doing a juggling
game trying to assign people housing," Matthews said.
About 3,750 students will be living on campus this fall, he said.
Thats about 220 more than last year,
when some students were forced to

live in study lounges, hotels and
even room with resident assistants
due to a lack of housing.
Ventilation and moisture problems forced the closure of the 25year-old York Village last year,
adding to the problems. No renovations have been made since 200 students moved from the building last
spring, but the suites' current residents are safe, Matthews said.
"We wouldn't have them in there
if there were safety problems," he
said.
Anne Schmidt,a senior resident

assistant in York Village, said residents are eager for permanent housing,but are managing well under the
current conditions.
"We understand how frustrating
this is for them, and my staff and I
would all agree that it is going
smoothly so far.," she said. "The
students are handling it well and
we're all keeping really close contact with them to give them very up
to date information as to when they
receive a new assignment. Our residents are very happy when they
fmd out they have a permanent spot

somewhere else on campus."
Residents assigned to Ballentine
Hall should be able to move in this
weekend, following code enforcement inspections this, week,
Matthews said. Upgrades to meet
requirements of the Americans with
Disabilities Act, including wheelchair ramps, a new elevator, wider
doorways, and renovated bathrooms and electrical • work are
among the changes made over the
summer,he said.
See YORK on page 4
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UMaine
coico-' Calendar
General information sessions for students interested in studying abroad
will be held at 2:30 p.m. on Mondays
and at 1:30 p.m. on Fridays in 201
Winslow Hall throng the month of
September:
Students can expect to spend about an
hour learning about study-abroad
policies and procedures, direct
exchanges and other placement
opportunities and financial aid availability.
For information, call Susan Nolan
Landry at 581-2905 or e-mail
SUSANL@maine.edu.
Registration is now open for the
Strengthening Women's Leadership
Capacity Project, a nine-month educational series, to be held Oct. 14-June 8
in Bangor.
For information, contact Louise
Franck Cyr at 581-3317
The Maine Wood Products
Association and the UMaine Advanced
Engineered Wood Composite Center
will sponsor a research and development day on Monday, Sept. 8 at the
AEWC Center.
The purpose is to demonstrate AEWC
capabilities to MWPA members and
discuss potential research to solve
production problems and develop new
products. Participants will discuss the
use of technology in expanding markets as well as collaboration opportu-

nities with AEWC staff.
The Nutrition Club will meet at 3 p.m.
on Monday,Sept. 8 in 203 Hitchner
Hall.
For information, contact Andrew
Erlandsen on FirstClass.
"Back to School Bingo," sponsored by
Games Night, will be held 8-11 p.m. on
Monday, Sept. 8 at the Stillwater
Canal Co. Pub in Memorial Union.
The Student Women's Association will
meet at 5 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 9 in
the Bumps Room in Memorial Union.
For information, contact Rachel
Warner on FirstClass.
The General Student Senate will meet
at 6 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 9 in the
Wade
Center for Student Leadership in
Memorial Union.
Acoustic band "Lower B" will perform
as part of the Java Jive series from 810 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 9 at the
Stillwater Canal Co. Pub in Memorial
Union.
Hall Governing Board elections will be
held on Wednesday, Sept. 10.
Check with your resident director for
voting times.
Hillel will hold its first meeting of the
year at 4 p.m. on Wednesday,Sept.
10 at the Totman Lounge in Memorial

Union.
For information, contact Tabitha
Shore on FirstClass.
Kickin Flix will present the movie
"Confidence" at 8 and 10 p.m. on
Wednesday, Sept. 10.
"The Politics of 9/11," presented by
the Socialist and Marxist Studies
Luncheon Series, will be held 12:301:45 on Thursday, Sept. 11 in the
Bangor Lounge in Memorial Union.
Speakers will include Burton Hatlen
of the English Department, Doug
Allen of the philosophy department,
and Amy Fried of the political science
department.
The Maine Outing Club will host a
canoe trip on Friday and Saturday
Sept. 12 and 13.
Regular meetings are Wednesdays at
7:30 p.m. in the FFA room of the
Memorial Union.
Sponsored by The Maine Attraction,
comedian Louis Ramey will perform
9-11 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 12 in the
Marketplace Dining Room in
Memorial Union.
A bus trip to Boston will be held 8
a.m. to 9 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 13.
The cost is $20.
For information, call Carole LeClair at
581-1793.
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Sigma Nu loses UM recognition
By Kristin Saunders
News Editor
The brothers of Sigma Nu
fraternity can not return to their
Munson Road house after the
University of Maine revoked
their recognition for two years.
Dean of Students Dr. Robert
Dana said the fraternity lost it's
recognition as a "result of a
number of violations of the conduct code."
During the last week of
finals the brothers of Sigma Nu
learned their fraternity was
going to lose its recognition
from the University of Maine,
said Sigma Nu Lt. Commander
Josh Cincotta.
Cincotta said the fraternity
was on probation for about a
year prior to loosing their
recognition.
"The way we found out
about it was really bad,"
Cincotta said. "It was Friday of
finals, 4 o'clock in the afternoon and one of our alumni
actually came in and said you
have one or two weeks to move
out all your stuff. The
University never directly contacted us."
He said they learned after a
number of students had already
moved out of the fraternity

house for the summer,intending
on living in the house the next
school year.
Cincotta said the fraternity
was originally sentenced to lose
its recognition by the university
for four years. He said about a
month ago they appealed the
sentence and were able to
reduce it to two years. He said
with the two year sentence there
will probably be four members
remaining to restart the chapter.
"We didn't want to ask for
too much, we didn't want to try
to ask for everything back, our
house and all," Cincotta said.
"We looked for something we
could try to get, because if we
could get our recognition back
in two years, not all our brother
would be gone and we wouldn't
have to start from scratch. That
was the goal of the appeals
process."
Cincotta said they would like
to further reduce the penalty
because after a two year probation there would not be sufficient membership to maintainan
active fraternity. He said they
would like to regain their recognition sooner, without use of the
fraternity house, so the fraternity could maintain membership.
"We feel that all our problems stem from us living in the

ALE PHOTO
SIGMA BLUES - The brothers of Sigma Nu cannot return to their house this fall,
after having lost recognition by UMaine for a two-year period.
house," Cincotta said. "Now
that we no longer live in the
house, we understand, and only
good can come from that."
He said a letter has been sent
to Dana requesting a one on one
meeting with Sigma Nu's
President and North East
Division Commander to try to
come to resolution that works
for both sides.
"I don't think the punish-

ment fits the crime, because
they are taking away the house,
which is the biggest part we
have," Cincotta said.
Cincotta said the National
Alumni Association supported
the university. He said since
the nationals own the house,
they also lose the house. He
said to get the house back, he
fraternity has to regain their
recognition
from
the

University.
"It's like we are dropping
like flies, one after another,"
Cincotta said. "People are
scared 'are we going to be
next?' It doesn't help the moral
of the Greek community at all."
"I think there is a growing
trend," Sigma Nu Treasurer
Ryan Poisson siad. "If I were in
another fraternity I would be
scared."

President'irreplaceable'
From BETA on paw I

PILE PHOTO
DOORS CLOSED - The Phi Gamma Delta fraternity house has been closed following an inspection by the Maine State Fire Marshal's Office following a fire August
25

Fiji house expected closed for one year
From FIJI on page 1
March said there was evidence
ofdrug use,possession and trafficking. He said a search warrant was
authorized the day following the
fire. He said evidence was collected
by UMaine Police, which is working with the Penobscot County
District Attorney's Office and the
State Fire Marshal's office. He said
charges are pending by the district
attorney's office.
Dean of Students Dr. Robert
Dana said the fraternity remains
recognized by UMaine and that he
awaits a police report before action
is taken.

A sample from the Maine Department of Public Safety's statement regarding violations at Phi Gamma Delta
— Exits shall be maintained free of all obstructions or impedments to full use in the case of a fire or other emergency
— Remove excessive storage and trash
— Provide an approved sprinkler system throughout the facility
— Electrical wiring and components must be in compliance with
the National Electric Code
— All non-cooking surfaces of cooking equipment must be maintained clear of the buildup of grease and oil (clean the stove)
— Discontinue the use of a bedroom under the main stairway and
a bedroom in the back hallway
— Install smoke detectors in the hallway to be interconnected with
a house alarm
— An inspection and servicing of the fixed fire extinguishing system by properly trained and qualified persons must be coin
pleted at least every six months

McMillan's roommate,said.
Eileen Wachtl was McMillan's
girlfriend for the past three years.
She said has been working the fraternity to help with ideas to remember McMillan.
Moody said there are numerous
emotions that still exist even two
months after McMillan's death. He
said as everyone returns to school
they are readjusting and regrouping.
Moody and McMillan were
roommates, he said McMillan
would do anything to help someone out. Moody said when he got
sick last year, McMillan was the
first person to offer to help and get
his class assignments. Moody
added that McMillan had a great
sense of humor, one of the things
most people knew him for.
"He was an unbelievable
friend," Moody said."He was one
of those guys who would do anything for anyone."
McMillan
Cabinet
was
Member Jason McCluskey's big
brother, who is assigned as a mentor figure to a pledge. He echoed
Moody.The two said he was a very
good student and would work with
other brothers who had trouble in
classes.
"He was such a great person,he
was always there for whatever you
needed," McCluskey said."He was
the kind of Beta I wanted to be."
Wachtl said he had a magnetic
personality, was a loyal friend and
an incredible student.
Treasurer • Warren Kennen
remembered his intelligence and
unique sense of humor.

-He had a good spirit 'and the
qualities of a great leader," Kennan
said.
On July 6, a wake ceremony
was held for McMillan. Moody
said 50 of the 54 active brothers
attended the wake. He said everyone made it
to the wake
or funeral
service held
on July 7.
He said on
the night ot
the wake the
fraternity
walked to
McMillan's
parents Andrew McMillan
home with
lit candles. He said they placed the
candles on his parents porch and
sang three songs to remember
McMillan, including the "Beta
Parting Song."
"It was very moving for them
f McMillans parents l." Moody said.
He said six of the fraternity
brothers were pallbearers at the
funeral services.The fraternity held
a grave site ceremony following
the funeral service. Watchl said that
hundreds of people attended both
the wake and funeral services.
"I can never express how difficult it was for everyone to do that,"
Moody said
Kennan said the death of
McMillan has set in, but there still
remains a emptiness to the Beta
house.
Moody said the fraternity will
have elections to fill McMillan's
vacated position.
"Hes irreplaceable," Moody
said.
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UM Police search for suspect Village
By Kristin Saunders
News Editor

drove a dark blue mid-size,
four-door sedan with light
blue interior. March said that
The search continues for the vehicle used in the attack
the suspect in an attempted
had a State of Maine license
assault and abduction that plate.
occurred Aug. 10 near the
March said the Maine State
Beta Theta Pi parking lot, said Police worked with the victim
University of Maine Police to create a composite sketch.
Chief Noel March.
He said Public Safety is workMarch said Public Safety ing with the victim to deterhas worked with the victim to mine the identity of the susdetermine the identity of the pect.
suspect.
The suspect is not believed
Public Safety has sent out to be a student because he is in
an alert to the UMaine campus his mid-20s, March said. He
and neighboring communities. said Public Safety has been
March said there have been no working closely with the Old
other reports in Maine of Town and Orono Police
related incidents.
Departments.
The alert said that the
March said Public Safety
female student was walking
has received more than 25
near the Beta Theta Pi parking tips from the public, which he
lot on Munson Road when a said are helpful and imporman standing next to his vehi- tant.
cle spoke to her. The suspect
"We are looking for multiasked for directions before
ple eyes and ears," he said.
pushing the female into the
Public Safety has met with
back seat of the car. The student groups about the incifemale resisted and escaped dent. March said meetings
from the assailant.
with athletes and students
The suspect is described as were held on campus at the
a white male, approximately 5 time of the attempted assault.
feet 10 inches tall. He is in his He said he was pleasantly surmid-20s and weighs 180 to prised at how receptive the
190 pounds. He was described students were.
as having a muscular build
"Our secret weapon is to
and is well groomed with no have community enforcement
UM PUBLIC SAFETY
facial hair and spiked dirty to look out for the people who SEARCH CONTINUES - UMaine Public Safety has disblonde hair.
live, work and learn here," tributed this sketch of the suspect in the Aug. 10
attempted assault and abduction.
The alert said the suspect March said.

move-in
From YORK on page 1
Built in 1915, the building was
scheduled to reopen on Aug. 13,but
unexpected delays including the
extraction of a boulder at the base of
an elevator shaft, asbestos removal,
and the rebuilding of catch basins
for storm drain runoffixistponecl the
pmject, Matthews said.
"When you deal with building
projects, you sometimes come
across delays." he said.
The remaining 40 students, primarily upper-class males, housed at
York Village will be assigned to permanent rooms as they become
available, Matthews said.
"We try to be as accommodating
as we can," he said."We want our
students to be happy to stay it the
halls."
Students who signed up for
housing on time mcieve first priority, Matthews said, rather than those
now calling the Housing Services
office in need of accommodations.
"I dont feel too bad when people
get upset because they cant get
through," he said."The university is
hard for some people to understand."
Matthews said he credits
assertive management and better
communication between his department and the rest of the university
for avoiding a housing crisis similar
to last year. On-line room sign-ups
for cunent students should also lead
to increased efficiency next year,he
said.

2003 Fall Performances
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Capacitor
Saturday, Nov. 15

Manhattan Transfer
Christmas Show

at 8:00 pm

with Maine Center
for the Arts Orchestra
Saturday, December 20
at 8:00 pm

Daedalus Quartet
Sunday, Sept 7
at 3:00 pm
Minsky Recital Hall

Nordic Voices

GALA
Art Garfunkel in Concert
Saturday, September 13
at 7:00 pm

Engelbert HumperdinCk
Saturday, September 27
at 8:00 pm

Friday, October 17
at 8:00 pm
Minsky Recital Hall

Leahy
Sunday, October 19
at 7:00 pm

Yamato
Japanese Taiko
Drum Ensemble
Friday,
November 21
at 8:00 pm

Joan Rivers
Saturday, October 4
at 8:00 pm

Aquila Theatre Company
Othello
Wednesday, Sept. 24
at 7:00 pm

Fleet Bank presents
The Music Man
Sunday, October 12
at 3:00 pm and 7:00 pm

Hot Club
of San Francisco
Saturday, October 25
at 8:00 pm

'Orchestra Europa
Friday, November 7
at 8:00 pm

MCA

Maine Center for the Arts
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
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Construction clutters
front of Fogler Library
Editor's Note: Part one of a
two-part series concerning construction on campus.
By Rick Redmond
Staff reporter
Winter is fast approaching and
with the onset of cold weather
comes the conclusion of Maine's
shortest and most beloved time of

Part one
of two

CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER
FOOD AND FUN - Vice President Richard
Chapman talks with students at the President's
Annual Maine Dinner on the Mall and Student
Organization Fair on Aug. 31.
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Name:
Alma Thoits
Build:
4'8"
140 lbs
Age:
22
Smokes:
Regularly
Interests:
Long walks on the
beach, rap music,
sex, and thin men.

Don't smoke. Smoking makes you

year — construction season. The
signs are everywhere on campus.
The words "detour" and "closed
for renovations" screaming from
blaze orange backings have
become as common a sight as the
steeple atop Stevens Hall or the
Black Bear statue outside
Memorial Gym.
One of the most visible projects taking place this year is the
reconstruction of the steps at the
main entrance to Fogler Library.
Following two unsuccessful
attempts to repair the library terrace in 1983 and 1989, the
Maine's
University
of
Development Office deemed it
necessary to completely rebuild
the steps.
"The steps were in pretty bad
shape," said Bill Charland, assistant director of Facilities
Management for UMaine. "The
limestone originally used in constructing the steps didn't hold up
so well after years of freezing and
thawing during Maine winters."
Another factor contributing to

CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASLEY
CONSTRUCTION CONTINUES - The front steps of Fogler
Library are closed and students must use the side
entrance to access the library.
the continued deterioration of the
steps and terrace is the excessive
foot traffic the library sustains. In
addition to serving the needs of
more than 11,000 students and
2,200 faculty and staff members,
nearly 3,100 citizens visit Maine's
largest library every year.
Some of the granite salvaged
from the original terrace will be
recycled into the new structure,
with additional granite and brick
brought in to complete the project.
Special attention will be given to
weatherproofing the new structure
to avoid costly repairs in the future
due to harsh conditions, Charland
said.
According to an article published by Scott Anchors, director
of Advancement Operations for
UMaine, the project serves to "...
make the heart of our campus

more safe and inviting."
Another new feature will be
the installation of a handicapaccessible entrance. Handicapped
library patrons who previously
had to use the side door near
Memorial Union will now have
full access to the terrace and mall
entrance,Anchors said.
Fundraising and project planning began in September 2002
and demolition commenced in
May 2003. The final estimate for
the project falls in the neighbor=

hood of $1 million, with $464,907
of the total cost deferred .through
cash and in-kind gifts from private
donors,alumni and local businesses. Fogler's main entrance is
scheduled to be completed and
reopened by Sept. 18.
Pick up Thursday's edition for
part two.

$300 rebate
on the system that
does everything
a college student
needs.*
Well, almost.

Buy an Apple laptop, an iPod, and a printer. And c lean up.
Puy a Qualifying ittook or Powergook,an iPod and a qualifying Prints
,
from the Apple Store for Education Individuals or C participating
campus reseller between Juno 29 and September 2Z 2009 Sao Terms
and Conditions for details.

ti

E
ell
s

WITH THIS COUPON
933 Stillwater Ave., Old Town
Open daily, 8am-6pm

4,.7003 Apple Contpteer. In.. All elgh” patootteect Apple. Owe Apr,* lout, Apple Snot,,Iftletk.(Old
Yeworlbete Ate tradelna/Itt Of Apple Computer. Inc.. ntiral•tettell ln the U 1, end UMW, count...
Mad It a neetweneeh et Apple nottette,lot I .29374.

Si Authorized Campus Reseller

SOAP Box
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Pleasures
of puking

Responsible
brotherhood
The University of Maine's
Greek community needs to understand the consequences of their
actions. Sigma Nu has lost its
recognition and events at Fiji this
summer have drawn close scrutiny
from university officials. Although
the Greek community is undoubtedly a target for a policing crackdown, they must accept responsibility when illegal activities occur.
Fights, drugs and alcohol consumption would not be condoned
by any organization on campus,
and its time for fraternity and sororities across campus to take a stand
as the university figureheads they
are. Don't do the crime if you don't
want to do the time.

Hard hats
for everyone
Ali, autumn in Orono. Red
leaves underfoot, the scent of
pine in the air, and the mindnumbing sound of the jackhammer as it piles its way through
the 44th yard of concrete, nine
feet from your dorm window.
Construction, unfonunately,
is a staple of this year's campus
atmosphere — this fall, students
have construction in the Stevens
lot, the digging near Cumberland
Hall, the rebuilding of Fogler
Library steps, and the continuing
expansion near Neville to look
forward to. Our consolation? A
white picket fence' and some
dandy gardening in front of the
Union, which nicely hides from
sight the chainlink fences so
prominent elsewhere on campus.
Although university officials
obviously have the school's welfare in mind in the face of continued expansion, they should
learn from the mistakes of
Boston's "Big Dig," and take one
task at a time.
Additionally, students and
faculty alike deserve an answer
as to the crawling time allotment
for these jobs, which have run
roughshod over previous estimates. The theme for incoming
freshmen should be "enjoy your
campus," not "bring your hardhat."

A floating surprise
MARSHALL
DURY
L

OPINION EDITOR

Of all Emerson's aphorisms
that hold moral water in today's
society. a line front his "Essays
and English Traits- took on particular pertinence this year: "We
see only what we arc prepared to
see." Durirr a summer that saw
EDITOR IN CHIEF
significant advances in gay
rights, including the landmark
Bush took a moment to reflect on
Supreme Court decision that -the biblical evil of the gay
gave long overdue legal legitima- lifestyle.
cy to homosexuality, Americans
"1 am mindful that we are all
hinted that they might finally be sinners," he said."And 1 caution
able to greet the idea of the "gay those who may try to take a speck
lifestyle," with tepid acceptance. out of their neighbor's eye when
if nothing else.
they've got a log in their own."
This process was a slow peelOstensibly, Bush seems to be
ing-back of the collective societal suggesting — in a roundabout
eyeball. Maybe it was the ill- sort of way — that homosexualiadvised "Gay Disney" days at the ty is a personal, but wrongheadnation's most famous theme park, ed, choice; fundamentally, he has
but by August there was really no lumped the words "gay" and
one left in the United States who "sin" together.. You don't need to
was about to suggest that homo- be a Republican to read between
sexuality did not at least exist. the lines. At a time when proWe are, as Emerson later added, gressive liberal values have nearin turn only prepared to accept ly over-ridden any last strand of
what we can functionally conservatism in the current colprocess. But, if denial was no lege generation, in a country
longer an adequate defense
where sex, drugs,and rock n'roll
against cultural evolution, this are at least one way of life, the
summer was also a good time for old "fire and brimstone" arguconservative thinkers to regurgi- ment should hold little weight.
tate an antiquated defense against Years behind the progressive
homosexuality with a little help social politics of Europe and
from Jesus.
Canada, the United States stands
In a recent interview, President poised at the lip of the 21st cen-
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The weakness in spouting "fire and brimstone"

Letters
should include the author's name,

See GAY RIGHTS page 9

The Jesus syndrome

www.mainecampus.com
Letters to the editor should be no

tury — a liberal culture harnessed
by rigid and outdated moral
chains.
Why'? The answer lies fundamentally- in the American religious right's ability to use scripture to shame Americans into
suppressing cultural evolution.
Christian orthodoxy may not be
widespread, but it is loud.
Interestingly, the passage historically used to condemn homosexuality, Genesis 19, is part of a
book that most in this modern era
view as a myth in all but the most
orthodox .circles — arks, 400+
year-old men,and talking snakes
notwithstanding. In paraphrase,
Lot, Abraham's nephew, protects
two angels from a very angry and
ostensibly gay crowd in the town
of Sodom. The mob is then doubly punished: blinded by the
angels and burned by God. If this
seems like a peculiar platform on
which to build an opposition to
homosexuality, it is; at very best,
it is a fable written about a world
that has long existed in our
minds. At worst, it, like the most
powerful parts of Christianity,
functions as a double-edged
sword: promulgating misunderstanding even as it strives
towards a kind of universal goodness. This is wrong.

I would like to believe that
the majority of people going to
the University of Maine have
good hygiene. My experience
from living in the dorms for
three years — going on four —
tells me otherwise. No matter
how much bitching, no matter
how much pleading, some people just aren't going to understand that roughly 25 people
must share the same toilets,
sinks and showers - all facilities ideally are their cleanest.
This past Saturday morning,
I stepped out of my dem room
to a rather pungent smell.
-Wow.- I thought. "the dorm's
odor has taken a serious change
from what I remember.- Upon
heading to the bathroom, I
passed a water fountain. Much
to my amazement,someone had
iltro‘k a tip in it.
Shit happens — I understand
that. I'm not going to make a
judgment call about how the
person should have just thrown
a hand over their mouth,, gone
the extra five feet to the bathroom, and tried for a toilet. The
part that really gets me is that
the vomit sat there in the water
fountain, stewing in its own
filth, for maybe seven hours
before I saw it.
The proper measures were
taken to remove the "Friday
night special," and a hardy
thank you goes out to the person
who was called in on the weekend to clean it up. My beef lies
with the irresponsible person
who decided that leaving puke
in a drinking facility was the
best decision for everyone on
the floor.
Newsflash: dorm living is a
perfect display of how lazy and
selfish people our age are. This
person may have been drinking,
maybe not. I don't know for

Head Copy Editor Julia Hall
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Gay rights

from page 6

Today's religious thinking
done by laymen — regardless of
sect or level of commitment — is
often selective; we live in a world
where 80 percent of the rules in
the Good Book are routinely, and
pleasurably ignored. Most of the
people I know enjoy crustaceans
and downright love premarital
sex. It has become increasingly
hard to follow scripture to the T.
Instead, the great majority of
people who call themselves religious today are content with following the general "theme" of the
Bible; they try as hard as possible
to be nice to their neighbors,once
in a while they buy their honored
mother and father dinner, and call
it a day. This "selective interpretation" is a natural extension of a
developing religion, and follows
the slope towards modernity. In
short, we believe in God, but we
do not believe that we have to
believe in all of scripture to do so.
But importantly, the conservative response to homosexuality,
typified by Bush's comments,
seeks to promote a return to a
convoluted relic of Christian

Chunky

thought, even as Christian
thought goes progressive. This is
also wrong, and flies in the face
of the path modern religion currently travels.
Emerson was an astute student
of human nature, and in his
analysis of sociological psychology, he was rarely wrong. As
Americans, we value the words
acceptance, tolerance and freedom; as Americans we rarely
exercise these values in anything
but hindsight.
Forty years ago, during the
worst of the civil rights conflict
in the South, similar ideological
tactics were used to sustain a
campaign of intolerance. Today,
we are party to a subtler, but not
less important,cultural battle. We
should be prepared to see homosexuality for what it is — a lasting cultural staple — and religious-based opposition for what
it is: a nervous flinch, based on a
myth and no one's word but our
own.
Matt Shaer hopes to settle
down with a nice Republican girl
one day.

from page 6

sure. Either way, this phantom
puker didn't want to make the
30-second phone call down to
an RA or RD that would've had
the chunky delight gone in a
jiffy. Instead, the offender bit
his thumb at the nose of community living and said,"To the
hell with the rest of you. Deal
with it."
I've really tried to talk myself
down from sounding like a middle-aged parent, but leaving puke
in a water fountain all night is
not something you'd do at home.
Given, most of us don't have a
water fountain at home — as cool
as that would be. Even if you lost
dinner in a sink at home, you'd
clean it up. For some reason,
people seem to think that barfing
dinner in a water fountain isn't
worthy of the several responsible
acts it takes to clean it up.
I'm not even going into the
health hazard potential of
someone's puke sitting in a
water fountain that I will drink
out of again — one distant, distant day. I just want accountability. It's bears repeating: people get drunk, people get viruses and people toss their cookies. It's a reality of life that I
understand but I would prefer
not to drink from a water spig-

ot that has stomach acid and
bile covering it.
I've heard rumors about people using showers as an outlet
for Number two, and I've experienced the pleasure of seeing a
full head of hair lying in a sink
from someone's shave-a-thon.
Trash that isn't taken down,
puke that isn't cleaned up and
similar insults to living in a
"community" should all be
returned to their owner. I would
love nothing more than to have
cleaned up that puke, put it in a
bag and bust into the person's
room that delivered the human
smoothie.
Upon entering, I would spout
off rhetoric about cleanliness
and basic human decency.
Exiting, I would cut the bag
open and let the vomit fall to
the floor. Thus, I would get to
see that the vomiting culprit
actually did have the power to
clean up his filth.
I will never understand what
possesses people to think that
dorms are playgrounds. Prove
to me that the resident halls are
not viewed as large playgrounds
— that they are not full of lazy
and irresponsible people.
Marshall Duo, is a senior
English major.
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Irrelevant security
More fear, less money — at the price of what?
Our news media will never forget the attacks of the September
before last. Since those unfortunate
events, we have put a lot of effort
into preventing future terrorist
attacks. It may sound like beefing
up security can do no harm, but
that's not true. Unfortunately, any
increase in security requires some
kind of a trade-off. In order to be
ever so slightly safer, we've had to
sacrifice convenience, privacy and
money.
Right from the beginning, there
were talks of instituting a National
ID card program complete with
photographs and thumbprints of
every American citizen. In an
uncharacteristically sensible move,
the Bush administration announced
a stern disapproval of such a program right from the beginning.
Some members of the senate
still allude to a new America where
citizens are required to carry identification documents at all times. On
the subject of National I.D. cards
and the attacks, Former House
Minority Leader Richard Gephardt
said,"We are in a new world. This
event will change the balance
between freedom and security."
In the fervor of locking the gate
after the horse got away, congress
passed the so-called "Patriot Act."
This cleverly named disgrace
shreds the fourth amendment. The
Recording Industry Association of

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
America (R1AA) was quick to use
the relaxation of privacy laws to
continue its manhunt on the majority of America's youth.
Deploying National Guard
troops with jungle camouflage in
airports accomplished one thing: It
disturbed people as they got on
their planes. They were purely a
visual presence and served no useful purpose.The new security rules
about confiscating anything
remotely pointed — such a knitting needles — make us look foolish. The experts suggested locking
the cockpit door and telling passengers to fight back, like when
the infamous shoe bomber was
thwarted. That's all we really
needed. It's safe to say we've
blocked future copycat attacks on
airlines.
We seem to forget that the terrorists are smart. We've had the terrorists presented as fanatical and
crazed, but there has been no mention of their creativity or brilliance.
If they attack again,it will be unexpected and,I dare to say,clever.
These type of attacks, however,

were nothing new. We as a public
ignored the attacks on the U.S.
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania.
The same terrorists killed hundreds
and we didn't raise an eyebrow. We
didn't care.
I don't even remember hearing
about the 20,000 earthquake victims in India in early 2001. The
2,8(X) killed roughly equals each
months national traffic fatalities,
and one and a half percent of annual cancer deaths in America. All of
these deaths happen regularly and
escape attention. What's worse,
donations to less popular charities,
such as The Ronald McDonald
House suffered while Americans
instead donated upwards of a millions dollars to each victims families. It's a wonderful gesture to give
money to the family of a New
Yorker killed by terrorists, but no
one extends that courtesy to the
families of victims of train wreck or
earthquakes.
Homeland Security has a $37.7
billion budget this year.This money
had to come from somewhere. Can
you imagine what that kind of
money could do for AIDS
research? Or what about public
schools? The only accomplishment
we've made in the last two years is
finding an expensive way to make
our lives less enjoyable.
Michael Hartwell is a sophomore Journalism major.

Get debt savy
A traditional pitfall leaves students broke
It was the perfect ambush. As I
drifted down the stairs of Memorial
Union, oblivious and in my own
KRIs
world, I looked straight ahead. The HEALEY
voice came from behind.
"Hey, Buddy? You want a free
gift?"
Unsure as to who"Buddy" was,
SPORTS EDITOR
I slowly turned to face the stranger. constant stream of pitch men and
There,tucked in a nook between
solicitors who assail us over the
the double stairs sat two 20-somephone,through the mail and in perthing males dressed in casual busison.
ness attire and visible only from the
First of all, who is responsible
waist up.In front ofthem sat a stack
for allowing these "vendors" to set
of digital clock/calculators and no
up shop in the Union? Is it the
less than twenty clipboards, freshly
same office that OKs the inclusion
packaged with credit card applicaof credit card applications in every
tions and pens.
bag handed out by the bookstore?
The younger of the two
Is it the same V.P. who allows
strangers wore periwinkle blue and
credit card companies access to
was apparently the one who consid- dormitory phone numbers? Is it the
ered me his buddy. As our eyes met office responsible for stocking
I saw dollar signs where retinas
campus mailboxes with low introshould have been.
ductory rate credit card offers on a
"All you have to do is fill out an
seemingly daily basis?
application and you can have this
Seriously, do the higher ups at
digital clock/calculator as a gift," he
Alumni Hall consider the conseoozed.
quences of allowing creditors to
"No, thanks," I said, "I have
blitz the students of this campus
enough calculators as is."
with a constant stream of pressure
"Well, we also have calling
and free candy bars? Apparently,
cards."
they haven't heard the facts.
Again,this time with impatience
How about this for scary? As of
in my voice,I replied "No,thanks." last week, the national public debt
By the time his third attempt
stood at $3,979,369,584,281.97. In
began,I was 10 paces away,feeling
America, the average college stuannoyed. In my mind,I was asking
dent leaves school with $2,700 in
myself the questions many
credit card debt. That figure doesUniversity of Maine students ask
n't include the debt from things
themselves in the face of an almost
like student loans and car loans.

That's $2,700 in credit card debt
alone,and it doesn't get better with
age. In fact, there are more than a
billion credit cards in circulation in
the United States, with the average
family carrying 10 cards — with a
balance of $4,000 per card per
month. No wonder bankruptcy is at
an all-time high.
With that in mind,is it really a
good idea for UMaine to allow
and encourage creditors to set up
their booths in the Union? After
spending a summer's worth of
cash on books, supplies, parking
passes,gym passes,and the other
necessities that arise every
autumn, a free digital clock/calculator probably looks pretty
good to a lot of kids.
Maybe instead of creditors,
the university could save that
booth space for the bake sales
and clubs it was designed for.
Maybe instead of distributing
credit card applications in dormitory mailboxes, the university
could distribute pamphlets that
educate students on using credit
wisely. And maybe someone in
the administration should realize
that blitzing financially stressed
18 to 22-year-olds with quick-fix
possibilities leaves America's
youth paying for their "education" for a lot longer than they
expected to.
Kris Healey is a second-year
graduate student in historical
archaeology.
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Hey,Poor Rix: It seems like
time is going faster than it ever
did before. Is that really true...
or am I just getting older? —
Clock Watcher.
Many people feel this way,
Clock Watcher. But the fact that
your letter to me is printed on
parchment indicates you may
indeed be getting older, too.
There's a theory that the longer
you live, the shorter each day
seems. That's because — compared to, say, a ten-year-old — a
single day accounts for a much
smaller percentage of your life.
Also, communications now
makes our world seem much
smaller. My friend and I can
attend separate football games in
different states, then call each
other to report on each contest.
This is called "grid lock."
And, now there's "instant
news." Fifty years ago, you got
most of this coverage in the newspaper, or on radio. But back then,
some of that news was several
hours old.
But not now. Heck, look how
the press covers a war today. A
fight breaks out somewhere.
Suddenly, you got a correspondent on the spot, he's got a cameraman with him,they're attached
to satellite. Man, you got people
reporting a war before it's even a
good fistfight!
And you know what's really
weird? If you watch TV late at
night, you can call this phone
number, and a psychic will tell
you the news even before it happens "Progress," the writer Ogden
Nash once said, "is a good
thing...but it's gone on far too
long."
Dear Poor Rix: Do you
believe, as I do,that cell phones
get their "cell" designation
from stealing brain cells from
users who drive while yakking
on 'en'? — Ann Kendrick,
Lumberton,TX.
Absolutely, Ann! The other
day my friend Dave was driving,
talking, and drinking coffee at the
same time. He dropped his phone
in his coffee, and now when it
rings it sounds like a percolator.
Seriously, most of my friends
keep car phones so they "don't
miss an important call." Here's a
list of important calls I got yesterday.
1. Some sales dude offered me
a great price on a cell phone.
When I told him I had one, he
offered another great price on batteries.
2. A lady named Liz rang, and
repeatedly called me Zelda. When
I told her I was a guy, she said I
had a "nice feminine voice."
(Wait till she sees my shoes.)
3. My dog accidentally

knocked the house phone off the
hook, and contacted me by speed
dial. When I answered, she
barked a lot..,but she never got to
the point.
This is a true story. Not long
ago I went to a funeral where a
young man was buried with his
cell phone. What kind of a signal
can he get from underground? Or;
what if he calls from the Great
Beyond...collect?
I once saw a couple sitting at a
nice restaurant, each talking on a
different cell phone. Then they
switched phones. What is this...a
double date?
My neighbor Steve says
"there's a time an place for everything. If you want to drive, fine.
But if you want to talk in traffic,
you should carpool."
Dear Poor Rix: I can't
decide what I want to be when I
grow up. Any ideas? — Student
Albert
Albert, you need to select a
career soon, because you are 73
years old.
Poor Rix shares your concern,
for I too have often wondered if I
should stay in a job, switch
careers,or just go back to sleep at
my desk.
The first thing you should ask
yourself, Albert, is "What do I
like to do?"
Next, ask yourself"What am I
good at?" For instance, if you're
skilled with your hands, you
might become a carpenter, a portrait painter, or a surgeon.
If you're good with your feet,
uh...maybe you could be a placekicker.
Now, what do you think about
most of the time? I mean, besides
that?
Do you like to work with people? Perhaps you could be tour
guide,a coach...or, you could be a
tour guide who travels by coach.
Do you prefer to work alone?
Maybe you'd like a career in writing, research, or skydiving (especially popular during the fall).
Do you like to work with
imaginary people? Then Poor Rix
cannot help you...but I think they
have medicine for that.
Finding the perfect job is like
finding a great date. If you can go
back the third day without vomiting, perhaps you've found a
match.
And remember...a career is a
marathon, not a sprint. So wear
comfortable shoes, and don't
worry if you get off to a slow
start.
Poor Rix offers stupid answers
to smart questions. Got a question? E-mail I mailto:rixquinn@charter.net
Jrixquinn@charternet, or write
him in care of this newspaper.
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DRINKING GAMES
every college student must know
bv
Steve Sanders

Welcome to Maine,freshman!
Ah, Maine, six months of winter and six
months of bad sledding! Ah, Maine, the only
state in the nation where "Ayuh" is listed in the
dictionary. Yes, you've traveled to the frozen,
snowy north in search of an education, and an
education you will find. You will learn about
meteorology as bitter cold winds crossing the
Mall at approximately 300 miles per hour slam
ice pellets into your eyes and teeth with the
velocity of a European bullet train. You will
learn about finance as you shell out the last of
your pennies to buy that $200 biology book
that will be outdated and devalued to the sum
of seven cents by the time you queue up in the
book buyback line in December. You will learn
about resource management as you search in
vain for a place to leave your 1984 Eagle
Summit and learn that for the nearly 10,000
cars on campus there are only 18 legal parking
spaces for you to slide into. You will learn
about criminal justice as you stumble home
drunk,stop to relieve yourself behind a tree on
College Avenue, and are gang tackled by five
of the 60,000 police officers who call the
Greater Bangor Area home.
But college isn't all about education. No,
there is time for improving your social skills
and for enjoying the company of your friends,
and perhaps, for imbibing the yeasty concoction that generations of college students have
learned to appreciate in responsible and forthright manners.
Of course, I'm referring to beer. Beer, the
liquid, which according to our generation's
most notable sage, Homer Simpson, is the
cause of and answer to all of life's problems.
Beer, the liquid bread that you would eschew
laundry, toothpaste and toilet paper money for,
in order to afford a sixer of PBR tallboys for
your weekend festivities.
What's that you say? Mommy and Daddy
say beer is bad?
Well,this isn't Mommy and Daddy's world,
son. This is Orono. Beer is King and you are a
freshman. Better buy yourself some keg cups
and learn the finer points of some classic
drinking games, or you'll find yourself cold
and alone on Friday night with only your
Sponge Bob jammies to keep you warm.
Conversely, if you study the rules of a few
handy games and pass your knowledge on to
friends, you could find yourself the center of

CLASSES
TO SKIP
r
ikr
,
by
Brenda
Walsh

DRINKIN' LIKE THE PROS: Even sweet, virginal Donna Martin let
her hair down on weekends. There's nothing wrong with a few
drinks with your friends on a Friday night.
your social solar system. So get out that $5
highlighter from the Bookstore and start taking
notes on your $3.50 Flagship Campus notebook, because your education is truly about to
begin.
1. Beer Die - Were you wondering why all
the "dining room tables" around here are more
graffiti tagged than a New York City subway
car? Well, unless dinner comes from a longneck, no one's eating off of these works of art.
That table is the playing field for UMaine's unofficial fall sport: Beer Die.
Die has a variety of rules, depending on
where you play, but let's run down the basic
principles. First of all, Beer Die is a team sport.
Teams of two sit on opposite sides of a table
and play on a points system that requires each
team member to rotate throws of the dice over
a suspended line and attempt to "plunk" the die
into the cup of someone on the opposing team.
Ask for "house rules" before you sit down to
play and you'll be okay. Second,don't confuse
beer die with a drinking game. Beer Die is no
less a sport than volleyball or cricket.
2. Beer Pong(Beirut)- A good starter game
for freshmen, Beer Pong is similar to Beer Die
in that it is often played on a ping pong table in
a smoky basement. Pong is another campus
classic with varying rules depending on where
it is played. but unlike Die, Pong is not a skill
sport. It can be played by almost any cretin with
an arm and a six pack. Essentialy,teams of two
line up a pyramid of beer cups on opposing
sides of a table,and their opponents throw ping
pong balls at the cups in an attempt to force the
other team to drink the cup's contents. Watch
for 10 seconds and you'll know what to do.

3. I Never (Never Have I Ever) - Here's
a simple game for the co-eds. Let's say I'm
sitting beside you and your clan of drinkers
and it's my turn. All I have to do is say
"Never have I ever...", followed by a statement of some kind. For instance, if I were to
say "Never have I ever eaten pudding," anyone in the room who has eaten pudding must
drink, including me if in fact I'm one of the
guilty. The game gets progressively raunchier with the volume of alcohol consumed.
Particularly fun when it's one guy and a
group of girls.
4. Power Hour - To participate, all of the
players involved need a shot glass, a ready
supply of beer and a watch or clock with a second hand. To begin this game everyone opens
a beer and pours a shot. An official time keeper gives the mark and everyone drinks their
shot of beer. Afterwards everyone fills their
shot glass and prepares for the next minute. As
soon as sixty seconds have passed then everyone does their second shot of beer. Everyone
involved in this spectacle continues drinking
one shot of beer, every minute for the next
hour. This may not seem like a lot, however,
this comes out to drinking 7 1/2 beers in an
hour.
So young freshman, there is your starter
pack for weekend merriment. There are of
course other games out there. For suggestions,
I would consult a reputable source like partyschool.com or studentdrinkinggaines.com.
Don't miss out on the best 4-8 years of your
life. Grab a beer, find a party, and try your
skills. And remember, the headache means
"You Win!"

YOUR DIGS, YOUR EATS
because you're not good enough to
live there yet).
Without a doubt the most desirby
able quads on campus are either
Ray
center campus or Hilltop. The food
Pruitt at Hilltop Commons is top notch
and the atmosphere and locality of
Center Campus (Hancock and
When first moving on campus, Hart) is really ideal.
Some might argue that the
one commonly asks what their
dorm is going to be like. Well, Stodder Quad is best due to the fact
you're at the University of Maine, that it houses the best commons on
so it's going to be freezing in the campus, but, well, look at all those
morning, and hot as hell at night. freshman "living" in Balentine.
Get used to it. But, more particu- I'm sure they think it rocks. At
larly, here's a closer look at the four least they're honors students, so
UMaine Quads in reference to they won't complain,just reply in
freshman (I'm leaving out the their usual, -Thank you sir, may I
DTAV area, Oak and Egabtpoke, have another?" way.Penobscot and

HOME SWEET HOME,grub
sweet grub. Enjoy... or not.
Stodder aren't really that bad,
they're just more or less the forgotten dorms that fill up with the
etceteras of campus. And yes,
Stodder Commons is the best on
campus. This staff actually seems

to be the only commons that voluntarily cleans everything. I never
thought I'd say this, but thank God
for vegans.
Next up, is Stewart quad,
respectfully named -The Ghetto."
This is mainly due to the overabundance of athletes, the low
quality of food,and the high quantity of alcoholic good times. None
of these attributes have changed
this year, however, to be blatantly
honest, I feel strongly that there is
a new,up and coming "Ghetto" on
campus. Watch out Stewart Quad,
York Hall is closing in. I'm not
including the entirety of this Quad
here, because Aroostock Hall and

Signing up for classes can be
confusing during your first semester. Everyone wants to find those
classes that break from the norm
and really teach you something different. Then there are those classes
you wish you had never set foot in.
Those you'd-rather-be-in-a-GSSmeeting-than-sitting-here-listeningto-this-crap types of classes. So
whether you go for Art History with
Donna or Badminton with Steve,
consider these classes, and the ones
you want to avoid.
Good `uns
CHF 351 - Human Sexuality Brenda's sleeping with Dylan,
Dylan's sleeping with Kelly and
Kelly's sleeping with Brandon. If
sex is one of your favorite topics of
discussion, take this class with Dr.
Sandy Camn,and understand your
adolescence a lot better.
11TY 484 - History of Jazz - As
much as we all love David Silver on
the keyboard, we can appreciate
other genres as well, even if they
were before our time. Musicians
like Duke Ellington and Sarah
Vaughn created some of the greatest
jazz music of all time. Learn how
this movement started and listen to
some ofthe greats while you're at it.
NMD 250 - Digital Music Radio stations may be addicted to
playing, boring, top 40 blah, but
there is a lot of innovative music out
there. If you're into creative music
and New Media,check it out.
KPE 232 - Golf - Survey courses get really stressful after awhile.
Take a break to putt nine holes three
times a week and learn how to
Birdie instead of Bogey.
GES 101 - Intro to Geology - So
you're not a stience major,and you
never will be,but you still need a lab
credit right? Instead of suffering
through BIO 100, Introduction to
Geology satisfies your lab credit
and doesn't take up every free
minute of your time.
Classes to avoid:
MUL 101 -The Art of Listening
to music - If you need to take a class
learning how to do something that
the majority of us can do naturally,
well, hopefully you're just looking
for an easy credit. But watch out.
This class is anything but easy.
BIO 100- OK,so a lot of you
won't be able to avoid this one, so
this isjust a warning. Be prepared to
eat, sleep and breathe this class for
the entire semester. When you see a
fellow bleary-eyed freshman muttering the names of amino acids
under his breath, you know you're
not alone.
Anything in the Canadian
Studies department. Hey now,thats
just one class dont ya know?
CHY 251- Organic Chemistry None of us have ever taken it, but
we hear it's pretty bad. Unless
you're dying for an introduction to
the chemistry of carbon compounds,gay away.
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POPULARITY101: don't be that freshman!
by
Kelly
Taylor

hitt848
Tot
David Silver: the epitome of freshman DON'Ts.

There are numerous mistakes that
freshmen make that label themselves a
loser first-year student. The rad kids
from West Beverly High would never
make these mistakes, but freshmen at
the University of Maine make them
every day.
The most catastrophic freshman
bull's-eye is sporting a snazzy
UMaine lanyard your mom
bought you at the book store
around your neck, with your
keys and MaineCard. Not only
does it display that you're a
super cool dorm kid, but you are
deathly afraid to lose your keys,
because your mom can't come
unlock your dorm room.
L.L Bean Deluxe backpacks
- who even said they were cool
in high school? And definitely
don't loosen the straps so low
that the backpack in hitting
your ass.
Senior year class T-shirts were igno-

rant in high school and still are in college. My suggestion is bum it now, and
save yourself some embarrassment.
Freshman ladies: slim fitting Mudd
and LEI jeans. Yikes. Just because you
haven't gained your token Freshman
15 lbs. and have NEVER shopped at
any store than J.0 Penny or Scars,
doesn't mean they are cool. At least
Wal-Mart carries Levis now.
Another freshman fashion faux:pas
is when students wear dancing boots or
big clunky shoes with their LEI jeans
and hooded sweat shirts. Sweats and
Ushies clothes dont coincide, so grab
some sneakers if you are attempting to
wear gym attire.
Freshmen who pass notes in class
bug the hell out of everyone. Bottom
line - dont do it. You are not in high
school anymore. Also, don't talk the
ear off the upperclassman on Friday
mornings with pointless questions like
where buildings are located. Thursday
nights are an extension of the weekend,
and are most commonly used for binge
drinking. Thirsty Thursday hangovers
are rough and the last thing any senior
wants to be is a tour guide with a splitting headache.
Splitting a four pack of wine coolers
or Mike's Hard Lemonade with your
roommate is a no-no. Freshmen, you'd

better get used to drinking Beast Ice
Light, because most kegs are not going
to be Mike's or some other sissy girlie
malt liquor. Furthermore, looking like
a fashion model the morning after a ritual drinking night labels you as someone who sat home and watched WWF
wrestling all night. Most students will
still smell like a brewery from the night
before, and will be sporting sweat
pants and hoodie. Watch out for the kid
in class who might still have puke in
their hair after a harsh thirsty Thursday.
Freshmen,don't expect because you
are in college that you are going to find
parties every night. Packs of 40 freshmen trekking down College Avenue are
not going to be an instant ticket into a
"frat party" and second of all, good
luck trying to find a party straight out
of Animal House or Old School. Large
packs of people walking are cop magnets, so be forewarned.
Freshman guys, don't expect to get
laid. You are the low man on the college totem poll. You might think you
are smooth, but freshman ladies are
going for the sophomore boys. Your
only chance of getting some loving is
heading down to Orono High School or
wait a year until the next freshman
class arrives for orientation.

UMaine is...
by
Clare
Arnold

the WORST
university

by
Valerie
Malone

ever!

10) The Stillwater River - take a dip and your children,
if you're able to have any at all, will most likely have a
weird third arm originating somewhere in the middle of
their back.
9) Squirrels - more specifically, the ones that jump out
of trash cans at you when you try chucking your leftover
skim milk from lunch three days ago.
8) Slushy muddy crap that looks like chocolate chip
cookie dough - come snow season, this will be invading
every classroom on campus; watch where you place your
backpack!
7) The Dime - if you need a refresher course in Mullets
101, check out Number 10 North Main on any night but
Thursday. And don't eat the hot dogs.
6) Chicken product at Stewart Commons - prod at your
own risk.
5) Any Cumberland men's bathroom - on any given

the BEST
university
ever!

It is a crippling malaise affecting even the most happy-golucky, the ever-optimistic, the eternally-mirthful student nine
months out ofthe year. Known to those south of the Mason-Dixon
line as "fussin — and labeled "impassioned dissent" by the
socially conscious , it is what my granpappy accurately branded
"bitchin'and moanin."
Whether it's the lack of parking, the price of textbooks, orfood
in the dining halls, students at the University of Maine will complain about it. So here is a list of 10 things that don't suck about
our beloved greater campus area. So hitch up your skirts, quit yer
bitchin'and appreciate some of the good stuff about UMaine.

HOW
DRUNK
DO YOU
HAVE
TO BE
to enjoy UMaine?
by
Brandon
Walsh

Although those pesky "family
values" regulations prohibited the
s:
campu
large-scale depiction of campus
The 10 best things on or around
drinking on 90210 — -although
10) Bedrock Bars in the dining halls. Mmm.
large-scale sex was encouraged —
9)The Student Resource Center in the union.
that doesn't mean we didn't knock a
8) That guy they kicked off campus last year who couple back in our free time. In fact,
carted our hypothermic/lazy asses to class in the win- there was that time we went into the
tent with some Indians and got high
ter.
mescaline(of course,it was only
on
the
s
7)The lobster dinner they serve at the common
implied high, but I think we all
an
night before Familyand Friends Weekend to make saw Dylan's bloodshot eyes). Here
weekend.
feel like they've sent you to Harvard at the University of Maine — the
4) Water fountains used inappropriately - old rotting your parents
place that serves Smiley fries and meat- flagship university for all of the
ramen, vomit of the alcohol sort, or the yummy blend of instead of a
state, where the booze flows like
product-on-a-bun the rest of the time.
toothpaste - spit because people are too damn lazy.
water -- however,drinking is, well,
6)Thank God for Thriftway.
3) Warts - not the genital ones, though they are gross
a way of life. It's not like anyone
5) Free admission to hockey games.
goes hiking or blueberry picking,
too, I'm talking the visible skin ones. Thoughts of enterdressed in tube despite that cute little flyer that
s
skanker
nhead
„(ehicke
g
4)
Watchin
on
your
sandals
shower
of
ing the showers without a pair
tops and f*ck-me boots in November shiver and slip on UMaine mailed to your parents.
toesies is just a bad, bad idea.
The following is a short guide to 5
ice while the rest of us snicker under our scarves.
2) Smell of the mill - imagine the smell of rotten broc- the
events on campus, and
"must-do"
3) Wraps at the union. Mmm.
coli wafting into your room at 6 a.m. or catching a wift on
blood alcohol consuggested
your
2) Catching a parking attendant who is easily tent in
your way to dinner ruining two important events: sleeprelation to 210 liters of breath
bribed/intimidated/susceptible to sexual favors in the (that's how the cops measure it).
ing and eating.
process of ticketing your car.
Enjoy, and tell ern The Maine
Drum roll please...
the
of
each
in
Campus sent you.
1) The administrative assistant angels
1) The number of strobe light honeys on campus - there
Club Ushuaia: 0.04 gal() liters
e
graduat
all
we
sure
make
who
c departments

is a time and place to sell your shake: try Ushuaia because
here at UMaine,class is where we look like ass.

academi
on time.

see DRUNK on pg. 11
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DIGS from pg. io

LEAVING WEST BEV BEHIND
Surely I remember being a freshman: the
tears, BIO RX) and the nights of reckless abandonment. All of the aftwementioned things will
certainly come in time, but most of you have
been to a few classes and even survived your
first weekend by now. I congratulate you but
don't get too comfy.
Despite what other people tell you,college is
as close to the real world as you'll get. With that
said, college is nothing like high school. Since
we're all attending a state school, some of you
are most certainly riding the free-educationwave, being a valdic/saluta-torian and all. In
high school that mattered, but in college, no one
really cares. You did great but admissions has let
you in - now it's about who you are, not what
you can do. l'his means, your education is in
close tie with who you are as a person. I'll skip
over the "finding yourself in college" speech
and just tell you colleee is a mind-trip like no
other.
Gentlemen,let me be the first to tell sou that
your rank as a freshman reduces you to finding
women at the local high school. It's a harsh reality but since the women here can find men with
greater ... everything than what a freshman has
to offer, you're at the bottom of the barrel. There
are exceptions and I congratulate those people
Ladies, your days of familiar hometown
boyfriends are gone.Some guys in college look
at freshman women as "fresh meat." It's worth
saying that college guys sometimes think with
the brain between their legs. Just be careful with
what you're doing and whom you're doing it
with.
Now,a pet peeve of mine are these relationships that started in high school and continue
into college. Ditch your boyfriend that makes
you feel like missing home or the girl that

reminds you of why you're spending $50 in
phone cards each week. There are too many
other things to experience at college without
being hindered down by a significant other in
some distant land. Just wait. The phone calls
laden with testy attitude and bitchy fights will
start before you know it. Give yourself and the
other poor soul some space.

by
David
Silver

In high school,you may have received a bad
grade and cried your way up to a C-. Hell, I
remember classmates having their parents call
teachers to sort out a 'situation' so that something respectable would show up on the student's final transcript. Let me stress, this will
never happen in college. While you will certainly have meanineful class discussions and great
class experiences, no teacher will listen to some
mom that is hopped up on endorphins after hearing her kid cry on the phone. Teachers teach.
Professors educate. The difference is the direction you're going. No one is holding your hand
and it's time to start thinking for yourself.
Like grades. homework is certainly different
in college: you actually have to do most of it.
Class reading is almost always optional (unofficially) but if you're hoping to pass a class like
BIO 100, which I remember all too well, do
what the professor says - not what your brain
says when it's 2 a.m.
No one at The Maine Campus is naïve

enough to think that this year's entire freshman
class, is straightedge. In high school, watching
your friends get wasted on two beers provided
you with more than suitable entertainment.
You've graduated, literally, to the majors of
drinking. You'll see people do the impossible
with a bottle of Bacardi or two 30-racks. We
don't encourage underage drinking but
beware, you're in a new place and the game is
played severely different.
Most of you have roommates. The only
thing I can think of in high school that relates
to the experience of having a roommate is a
wart. It pisses you off sometimes, while other
times you are just comfortable letting it be
"who it is.- You try being rough with it: using
a knife to cut it out of your daily routine. In the
end though, you know your better off putting
up with it.
Time is my last subject. At home,your parents wanted to know where you were, who
you were out with, the third-cousin of everyone you were hanging out with, your back-up
driving plans.and when you were going to call
to -check-in.- Take all of those ideas and
throw them out of your metaphorical window.
You are on your own. While you will call
home from time to time. your parents have left
you the keys to the "kingdom of free reign."
No more nagging parents, no more slipping in
the backdoor hoping they want catch you and
especially no more nagging.
Home is temporarily on-hold. High school
is over. Skipping class is (X)times easier than
it was senior year. The sports teams here
could mop the floor with eight clones of your
best players in any sport. A great journey has
begun - now don't ri`ck it up. Welcome to
UMaine.

Kennebec Hall are both relatively low
key. Aroostock is actually probably
one of the best dorms to live in if you
don't drink and prefer spending your
Saturday night playing Dungeons and
Dragons and whining that you miss
your mom. Kennebec had a reputation, but with the new regime and the
establishment of Maine Bound as it's
motto, it has changed from pot fanatics to wake up early, death-defying,
adventure fanatics. The only real
downside to the"A and the K"is York
Commons. Listen up freshmen, if
you live in this quad,either get used to
walking or invest in Turns. You
WILL need it. That Full Belly Deli
does more than fill your belly, it
makes it freaking explode. Let's get
back to York. Last year, York Hall
was towards the top of the list in dorm
damage and it has become one of the
worst places on campus to live, not
because of drunk athletes,but because
of high idiots. Honestly, if drugs are
your thing, York is the place to be.
You just won't be there too long, at
least not physically, man. cause its,
like, totally not real.... woah.
There are actually no real BAD
dorms on campus. and things change
from semester to semester depending
on just how anal-retentive your R.A
is. But, you'll get used to this and
slowly discover the motto that my
freshman year RA told me rings true:
"You're in college. this is your
home: have fun, do what you want,
and make sure I don't see it."

DRUNK from pg. ii
of breath (At and above this level US federal dorm room has turned staid, make a dash
laws mandate that a person in a safety sensitive down to the Union for a look at the weekly
transportation job must be sanctioned and may CAB events. Last year's grippers included a
disco of sorts and some pseudo-raves (sublose their job)
It's where everyone, like, goes, duh! And stance free ofcourse).Complete intoxication is
no one, regardless of sex, needs to be really not required, but any cool student knows that
drunk to enjoy girls in tight pants and earrings school-sponsored events are "like...s0000000
bigger than the rims on your car. uncool!" Drink up.
Campus Comedians: 0.20 g per 210 liters
Paradoxically,there's a bar at this one. It only
of breath
gets better.
Hanging with Mr. Cooper was about as
Campus Activity Board (CAB) Events:
good as this one got last year. Composed
0.10 g per 210 liters of breath
Yeah, Karaoke's pretty fun, but no one's mainly of second-string comedians who,
on
sober for that one anyway. If that party in your according to the University have appeared

Comedy Central, but probably only showed
up as an extra on an advertisement, this one is
about as funny as that growth on your roommate's thigh. Save your money and buy "Old
School" on DVD.
General Student Senate Meeting: 030 g
per 210 liters of breath
Red Bull and vodka is the only thing going
that will keep you awake long enough for this
slugfest, where dozens of our finest student
representatives duke it out over gripping issues
like the new soda machine in your dormitory
or furniture for the Union's "Leadership
Center." Save yourself a good deal of pain,and

Even your mom doesn't
put out twice a week.
THE

AM

Sape

Look for THE MAINE CAMPUS, your student
newspaper, on Mondays and Thursdays in
Memorial Union, your dining commons and other
locations around campus.
The Maine Campus is always looking for writers and photographers. Stop by the office in the basement of Memorial Union or
contact Matthew Shaer on FirstClass or at 581-1271.
21.••

milk your roommates gerbil instead — he'll
like it and you might too. If you do decide to
attend, make sure you're sufficiently intoxicated to deliver a rousing speech on the introduction of a flavored body shot station near the
Union pub.
President Hoff's Christmas Party: 0.40 g
per 210 liters of breath (comatose)
O.K., so it's invite only. But if you are in
fact one of the chosen few students who the
administration counts on not to make a scene,
strap in for the ride of your life. Just make sure
to vomit during the caroling session,so no one
hears your slimy gags.
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Curtains stay open at PCT
By Kyle Webster
Style Editor
Despite an announcement at
the beginning of the summer
threatening the possible closing
of the Penobscot Theater
Company by August 31,the company is still going strong and has
a full line-up planned for this upcoming season.
The announcement on May 1
said that the theater would close
if it was not able to raise
$250,000. Due to donations and
grants given by the city of
Bangor,as well as several private
donors through the PTC's

"When people
see 'not for
profit,' they
think operational
costs are
smaller for some
reason, but they
are not."
Extraordinary Friends Campaign,
the theater's doors will stay open,
but only after several cut-backs.
This past summer season originated with a line-up of four
shows,but ended up only consisting of one,and even that was performed on a modified schedule.
"Artistically, this was a 'very
difficult decision," Mark Torres,
the Producing Artistic Director,
said regarding the cancellations.
"In times like these I believe
everyone understands the concept of'downsizing."
In addition, the Penobscot
Theater House, which was originally purchased and renovated
following a 1986 rally for funds
from the local Bangor community, is now for sale and the
Company has consolidated its
offices and productions into the
Bangor Opera House.
These financial issues arose
for several reasons.
CAMPUS PHOTO • DENISE FARWELL
"When people see 'not for HOUSE FOR SALE — Mark Torres, producing artistic director of the Penobscot
profit' they think operational costs Theatre Company, stand outside the old performance building on Main St. in
are smaller for some reason, and Bangor. Torres said the cost of renovating the building would be very high, so they
they are not," Sarah Michaud, a decided to sell it and utilize the larger Bangor Opera House for performances.
junior who worked as House
Manager at the PTC for two years, Administrative Director for the
"I think it's very unfortunate been able to present such a beausaid."Ticket sales only make up a PTC,does not think that this rela- to see these cut-backs," Lyndsy tiful show and see such a wonpart of the money they [the PTC1 tionship will necessarily be hurt Shuman,a junior who worked as derful turnout at this year's sumneed to run on and therefore they by these cut-backs..
a back stage technical hand for mer musical," Torres said.
need donations from the commu"Our hiring of UMaine stu- one year, said. "The Penobscot
This upcoming season connity that they serve to continue the dents is pretty sporadic anyway," Theater is a great cultural experi- sists of six shows, all performed
job they do so well."
Frashure said. "This year we're ence for Bangor, especially the at the Bangor Opera House. The
The PTC has a history of hiring two(UMaine)interns... so, high school students because of first show, "Love Letters", will
working with University of (the cut-backs) could be (a fac- the internships offered."
open on Wednesday,Oct. 1.
Maine students, such' as tor), but I can't really say."
Despite all of this, however,
In regards to the recent sucSeveral interns from past the Company still managed to cesses and the renewed interest in
Michaud, through its offer of
work-study positions as well as years have expressed their con- break summer box office records the theater, as seen in the numthe many opportunities for actors cern for the financial problems, with its one production, "The bers brought in by "The
to further their experience in the- stating that the Pit is a valuable Fantasticks."
Fantasticks",Torres said that "the
ater arts. Collene Frashure, asset to the Bangor community.
"It is very heartening to have future is very bright."

ARTISTIC INPUT

En-tice-ing
experience
By Elizabeth
MaloneyHawkins
Art Critic

Beauty lies in the eye of the
beholder, and to one native
New Jersey man, that beauty
combines the coarseness of
ordinary experience with an
appreciation for his surroundings. George Tice, whose photography is the feature of an
exhibit at the University of
Maine Museum of Art entitled
Urban Landscapes, shows this
beauty through the shutter
clicks of a simple man's past.
From "Junked
Cars
in
Naporano", to "A View of the
Meadowlands from Secaucus",
Tice's subjects illuminate the
monotony of daily New Jersey
life. He captures seemingly
unattractive burger joints and
drive-in theaters in such a light
that it glorifies their existence.
The photos were taken over
four decades, with a broad
focus on the post-Industrial
landscape. During this time,
most pronounced photogra-

"He captures
this rare beauty
with simple
black and white
photography."
phers concentrated on the same
content, but Tice's focal point
is more personal. The UMMA
literature states,"[Ticel shows a
sensitivity
to overlooked
places, whictr helps clarify
experience with empathy,interest, reverence and wit." He captures this rare beauty with simple black and white photography. Silent still lifes ranged
from stark high contrast in
some to silvery midtones in
others. In "White Barns,
Route #57", time stands still as
the dirt road guides your eye
into the horizontal siding of a
vacant barn in the foreground.
The barn door is swung open,
inviting the viewer into the picture, and also creating balance
with the shadowy trees in the
background. The high contrast
and mellowness of the road
Sae ART on page 16
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Best of Summer 2003

Zombies and pirates
and cyborgs, oh my!
By Derek Franck'and
Lace Shumweiy
Co-Movie Critics

Summer music'shakes
its tailfeather,'bombs
By Dave Blanchard
Music Critic
The music of summer 2003
can be summed up with one
word: Anyonecangetarecorddeal.
Where were the new releases?
Where were the hot tracks?
Where were the obscene club

The summer movie season of
2003 will undoubtedly go down in
film history as the Summer of
Sequels. At least 12 major studio
releases this summer fit this classi-

Review

videos on MTV? Many fans
went to the music dinner table
this summer looking for a fourI leation. Some were noteworthy,
course meal, but left unsatisfied
such as "The Matrix: Reloaded" by the crust of bread their
those ghost dudes better be in
favorite artists served. A few
Revolutions - while others unfortugroups did succeed in shining
nately turned out to be more akin to
through the muck,but it's hard to
the crappier side of cinema,such as
smell roses in a garden full of
"Charlie's Angels: Full Throttle."
weeds. But, hey,I'll try my hand
In fact, with the exception of perat gardening.
haps three sequels this summer, I
One album that did shine
COURTESY PHOTO • DISNEY/PIXAR
would have been better off saving
through
was the P. Diddy proGO FISH, MAKE DOUGH — Disney/Pixar animated film
my money for Futurama DVD's.
'Finding Nemo' dominated the box office this summer, duced "Bad Boys II Soundtrack."
Some of these sequels didn't even
If you are into hip-hop or rap, you
making a total of $332 million.
conic close to earning back what it
are into this disc. The album has
cost to make them.
make Pixar films so entertaining. family audience, Dreamworks, an all-star lineup including
Some may argue this was the "Finding Nemo" is truly a movie released a pirate movie as well, the Pharrell,
Lenny
Kravitz,
Summer of Disney, not due to a for Pixar fans. In it, you can find all animated "Sinbad: Legend of
the Beyonce, Snoop, 50 Cent, Justin
large amount of Disney movies kinds of goodies from appearances Seven Seas." While it didn't take
in Timberlake, and Nelly. Even
being released, but due to the mas- of Buzz Lightyear to a cameo by quite a great deal of the box
office though the only real "hit" on this
sive success of not two, but three Mike from Monsters Inc.
loot, it received praises from critics album was the no-talent song
box office hits. The top two money
The number two top grossing across the board.
Another "Shake Ya Tailfeather" by everyearning movies of this summer film, Disney's "Pirates of the Dreamworks (and Universal) pic- one's favorite
bandage wearing
were from Disney, and so was the Caribbean" delivered almost the ture that met with a lot of acclaim
wonder, the remainder of the
"surprise hit of the summer." The same numbers as "Nemo." Not certainly would be "Sea Biscuit." album will
get your stereo
number one film - Disney/Pixar's only that, but we also were treated This much anticipated movie from
blastin'. The hits pulled off by
"Finding Nemo" - took home a to the single most interesting char- the best-selling true story of the Snoop Dogg and
50 Cent make
ridiculous $332 million. The term
acter of the summer, Captain Jack same name was one of the few stu- up for what the radio single lacks,
"blockbuster" doesn't begin to Sparrow, proving once again that dio films this summer with real due to their superior
beats, more
describe numbers like that. And it's Johnny Depp can make almost any
heart.
creative lyrics and better hooks.
the small attentions to detail that movie cool. Almost.
All in all, as long as you have the
Disney's main competitor for a
See MOVIES on page 16
power to skip, this album keeps
you jumpin'.
The White Stripes also managed to captivate listeners again
with the release of their sophomore album "Elephant." If you
liked their first album, or if you
somehow missed out on it, then
trust me, you'll enjoy this one.
This album consists of several
catchy short songs that have a
Beatles-like sound you can't help
but enjoy. Jack and Meg White
put together another amazing
storytelling album that mixes the
genres of blues and punk to make
a record you'll easily listen to
from beginning to end.
Another highlight this summer was the Black Eyed Peas'
new
album, "Elephunk."

,•••••

Review
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All piercings are $8.00 including jewelry
Hospital grade sterilization
State licensed it inspected
Single use needles It inks
35 years combined experience
Evergrowing line of jewelry It artwork
Expanded to accomodate our growing clientel
Specializing in custom & portrait work
15% discount on tattoos with student ID
25 North Main St. BREWER

989-2456

rji
CouRTEsy 1:1:u10 • ONLJ\E-SHRNE.00tvl
BAD BOY TOO — Nelly's
smash hit 'Shake ya
Tailfeather' destroys summer music.
Although the concept of having
Justin Timberlake sing with the
Peas threw me off at first, they
seem to pull it off. For this
album they blended all kinds of
genres, including Latin, metal
and rap, to make an amazing
party CD. Rhymes flow smoothly, with a simple and appealing
quality. All around, it's a good
showing, but if you are looking
for any deep messages, you
won't find them.
It's hard to believe that over
the entire summer there weren't
more good albums to check out.
The music industry spent more
time worrying about which college student downloaded mp3s
than it did getting in the studio
and putting out quality tracks
that we,the public, would actually pay for. The Recording
Industry Association of America
(RIAA) complains that record
sales are down due to music piracy on the Internet. Could it be
record sales are down because
we won't buy crummy CDs anymore? The summer is supposed
to be just as big in the music
industry as it is in the movie
industry. If no good movies
came out for an entire summer,
everyone would notice. It could
be just a fluke and all the hit
albums we were supposed to
hear over the summer will drop
this fall. Better late than never,
but I'm not holding my breath.

Does your BAND have
an upcoming gig?
Contact KYLE WEBSTER on
FirstClass to get coverage in The
Maine Campus style section.
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FOLK
Photos by Denise Farwell and
Anna-Maria Easley
Text by Ryan Clark

Patrons at the 65th National Folk Festival had the chance to
experience various musical acts from around the world, and
were also able to try various types of food from the 40 plus
vendors at the event. Musical acts ranged from soulful gospel
to upbeat Cajun-influenced bands. They could also engage in
cultural crafts and customs at the festival, held on the Bangor
waterfront from August 22 to August 24. This was the second
of three years that the event will be held in Bangor.
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Rockin'the dumpster

CAMPUS PHOTO • DENISE FARWELL
Katherine Guinon of Boston, MA studies a photograph
by George Tice at Norumbega Hall in Bangor on
Saturday. The exhibit features an extensive collection
of Tice's work and is free to UMaine Students with
their MaineCard.

Photographs at art

show capture beauty

CAMPUS PHOTO • ISAAC BRETON
Dr. Radical, the University of Maine based trio, played on Friday
in front of the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon house on College Avenue in Orono
. The event was a part
of recruitment efforts by the fraternity.

From ART on page 13

solidify the serene mood. Tice
is truly a small town master.
The second feature at the
Museum is a series of oil paintFrom MOVES on page 13
deserves. With all the success these Jason" will more than likely each
ings by Mary Hart called
independent films have seen it's
"Recent Paintings." From a
break the $100 million mark.
Despite these top themes of the refreshing to know that people still
After a string of flop after flop, distance, her oil paintings seem
summer, I would argue that it was recognize a good movie when they
Eddie Murphy bounced back with fairly unimpressive because of
the Summer of Independent Films. see one. Take note, Hollywood.
another summer surprise in "Daddy their minute size. But once you
Not since the mid-90's has such an
Also, the success of "28 Days Daycare." Which goes to show that view it up close, you realize
influx of brilliant independent fea- Later" seems to have given birth to
you shouldn't underestimate a how well Hart manages to captures taken center stage. Films like the return of the "zombie film" with
movie that's humor is aimed at five- ture the simplistic beauty of
David Boyle's "28 Days Later," the upcoming releases of"Resident year-old
nature's smallest organisms.
s and stoned teenagers.
"Whale Rider," and the British sen- Evil: Apocalypse", "House of the
While I wasted many a dollar "Brown-Eyed Susan", a 5"X5"
sation,"Bend It Like Beckham" all Dead" and a remake of George this
summer on movies that were piece, catches your attention
met surprisingly high box office Romero's"Dawn of the Dead."
mediocre at best, there were cer- with its vibrant red hue beneath
numbers. "Bend It's" star, Keira
Independent movies weren't the tainly a few gems to make up for it.
Knightley (who also co-starred in only surprise this summer. Two films So
even though I had to endure
"Pirates") will certainly be a that were both expected to disappear such
WORD ON THE STREET
fluff as "Hollywood
Hollywood contender in the com- as fast as the engagement ring from J. Homicid
e" and"Tomb Raider.The
ing years and just maybe her British Lo's finger - sony I couldn't resist a Cradle
of Life" there were still
thriller,"The Hole," will finally get "Gigli"reference)-"Freaky Friday"- plenty of
zombies,pirates and killer
the U.S. release it so rightly
Disney's third hit - and -Freddy vs. cyborgs to make up for it.

Disney,sequels dominate box office

its heavy frame. The warm yellows of the petals guide your
eyes to the texture of the veinlike background. Intricate
attention to detail truly makes
this a collection of miniature
masterpieces.
Both exhibits are found at
Norumbega Hall, located in
downtown Bangor, home of the
UMMA. Admission is free to
all University of Maine students. These shows will be featured until September 20.
Museum hours are Tuesday
through Saturday,9 a.m. until 6
p.m., and Sunday II a.m. until
5 p.m.

"You don't want to be the
guy who masturbates at
the orgy. Nobody likes
that guy... or girl. Well,
=
the guys like that girl."
CM
issill

POSTER SALE! I
An awesome collection of
INTI meters C prints featuring the best of
ART, MUSIC, NM,PHOTOGRAPHY C MORO

- Matt Nathanson
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Men's soccer kicks off season
From SOCCER on page 18
scored putting a shot past
Purple Eagle keeper Eric
Sullivan. Around the 80
minute mark, Matthew Bernal
from Wallkill, New York put
the game away for good.
Senior standout Greg Bajek
and new corner Gabriel
Germano recorded their first
assists of the season off
Bernal's put away goal. As the
whistle blew the end of the
game marked the most goals
the Black Bears had totaled
since a September 8, 2002 win
against Assumption College.
Maine out-hustled and outshot a strong Niagara team by
a difference of 17-8.
Maine headed to the St.
Bonaventure Invitational this
Saturday, where they saw
action against LaSalle. In a
thriller that stretched two
overtimes, the Black Bears fell
after a goal 36 seconds in the
second overtime by a goal
from LaSalle forward Jeff

Just kickin'around

Spiker. The Black Bears outshot LaSalle 6-4 in the first
half and 10-9 in the game. The
loss put Maine's record this
season at 1-2-0. Maine was
St.
play
to
scheduled
Sunday
on
Bonaventure
September 7th, however the
game had yet to start at press
time. Maine returns home on
Saturday September 13 at 1:00
to face off against Manhattan
on Alumni Field.
The Black Bear Invitational
marked the beginning of
Travers Evans fourth season at
the helm of the Maine men's
team. Evans, a
soccer
University of Maine alumnus.
will be joined again this year
by 2000-01 assistant coach
Peter Rivard. Rivard left last
season to serve as a graduate
assistant at the University of
North Dakota. With the core
group of Maine's players and
coaches returning, this season
holds a new hope that change
is in the air.

New basketball coach hired
aid the program in recruiting
and add any input he can to
help the team improve.
While scouting for the
Raptors last season, Oldham
focused his attention on
Midwestern colleges, which he
expects to help him readjust to

paring the current state of
to
basketball
European
American basketball, Oldham
of
the
migration
cited
Europeans to the NBA as an
example of the current overseas
Many of the
talent level.
NBA bypassed
the
Europeans in
college basketball, showing the
parity between the two systems.

college basketball. The strides
the German game has made in

Physically, players in Europe
nearly equal current American

recent years should speed his
transition to dealing with
American collegians. In com-

players, but Oldham noted that
American players have more
natural athleticism.

From BASKETBALL on page 20
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CAMPUS PHOTO V BECKY PETERSON
against a Manhattan
move
a
make
to
looks
Stevens
Emily
forward
UMaine
Field.
Alumni
at
afternoon
Sunday
defender on

NFL preseason not worth the effort
From COLUMN on page 20
looks real, but it's actually fake and
worthless. It's not like watching a
real NFL game with real NFL players. I would rather watch the
Canadian Football League. At least
that's real,eh?
The only people who benefit
from preseason are owners and
coaches. Owners profit while fans
pay regular season ticket prices to
see worthless games.
Coaches like it because they
have more time to assess their

team's strengths and weaknesses.
But John Madden said coaches only
need one game to make evaluations.
The most the NFL needs is two
preseason games. College teams
get their squads together without
exhibition. Why can't the pros?
The NFL should show some
compassion and spare its players
and fans the agony of preseason
football, an event Steve Young
once called "nameless and faceless." It should shorten the preseason to prevent injuries and
lengthen the regular season to give

fans something real to cheer
about.
After the Patriots were 3-0 in this
pointless preseason, Coach Bill
Belichick was asked what that
record meant. He answered, "We
are 3-0 in the preseason."
In other words,it meant nothing.
Yawn.
I'm tired of the preseason.
But, by now, it's Sunday morning—opening Sunday. Please
excuse me while I catch some is
and then watch some real football.
This time, it counts.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Football v. Florida International
September 13, 6 p.m. (WABI TV)
Field hockey v. Quinnipiac
September 14, 12 p.m.
Volleyball, Maine Invitational v.
Yale, Denver, Connecticut
September 19-20, 11:30 a.m.
Football v. UMass
September 20, 6 p.m.
Men's Cross Country v. UNH
September 29, 3:30 p.m.
Women's Cross Country v. UNH
September 29, 3:30 p.m.

You've Got News

Get The Maine
Campus in your
Inbox
Register now on our website and automatically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new issue.
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather • Daily Horoscope
It's the best way to stay informed... and It's free.

vvww.mainecampus.com
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Maine men's soccer gets
off on the right foot
By Matthew Conyers
For The Maine Campus
With every new sport season, there comes new hope
and the belief that a better
year lies ahead. That promise
of a new beginning or start is
now for the University of
Maine men's soccer team.
Coming off a disappointing
season that saw the Black
Bears finish 3-11-2 with few
highlights, America East's
preseason poll predicts the
team to finish 10th. Returning
America East second team
selection Daniel Florez and
America East All Rookie team
member Cooper Friend are
only two reasons why there is
new light shining on the current season. The team returns
with nine starters and adds six
promising newcomers.
Maine opened the season
with a 1-0 defeat at the hands
of the Canisius men's soccer
team on Sunday August 31st.
The teams battled through a
scoreless first half before
Canisius scored the lone goal
in the 87th minute as the game
closed. At the end of the first
half Maine, held the edge in
shots but couldn't capitalize
on any other scoring chances
in the second half. Canisius
goalie Matt Houghton earned

his first shutout of the season
and finished the game with
four stopped shots. The game
was the second of the day at
the Black Bear Invitational
Soccer Tournament.
The second day of the Black
Bear Invitational on Monday
September 1st served as the
Maine Soccer youth day but
more importantly a chance at
redemption for the Maine
Soccer team. Only a day
removed from the tough loss
against
Canisius,
Maine
rebounded with a reassuring 31 win in the consolation game
of the Black Bear Invitational
on Alumni Field. As for the
first game of the day,
Quinnipiac defeated Canisius
with a score of 2-1 in overtime
to win the tournament.
Maine jumped out to a
quick lead 18 minutes into the
second game of the day, when
senior Eric Lemont scored his
first college goal off a corner
taken by Friend. Going into
the half, Maine carried a one
goal lead against the Purple
Eagles of Niagara. However
the advantage didn't last as
Niagara beat Maine goalie
Chad Mongeon to even the
score.
Maine's
Justin
Stockford took control and
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Intensity at Alfond

CAMPUS PHOTO VANNA-MARIA EASLEY
Senior midfielder Karly Bundy battles for the ball at Friday's game at Morse
Field against Fairfield University. The Black Bears won 2-0.

www.mainecampus.com

See SOCCER on page 17
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Women's soccer tops
Manhattan in 4-0 win
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
After a first half that saw no
goals on 19 shots, the
University of Maine Women's
Soccer team scored three goals
within a five-minute span in the
second hall as they won 4-0
over Manhattan on Sunday at
Alumni Field,
With the win the Black, Bears
extended their %vinyln streak to
duce gankis.
The three goal barrage started in the 56th minute when

"Even though we
did not score in
the first half, we
had to be patient
and we knew
eventually the
goals would
start to come."

Heather Hathorn ran down the
left wing and used a cross to set
up Kate Crawford giving the
Black Bears a 1-0 lead.
Less then a minute later,
Annie Hamel was dragged down
in the ,penalty - box which
allowed Hathorn to score on a
penalty kick for a 2-0 lead.
The third UMaine goal came
when Hamel passed a ball to
Kim Walsh, who dribbled
through the Jaspers' defense and
scored, giving the Black Bears a
commanding 3-0 lead.
"I told the girls before we

came out in the second half that
we had to be patient," said
Women's Soccer coach Scott
Atherley. It was a matter of not
pushing the pedal too hard when
it came to getting a goal. I have
to give credit to our senior leadership because with a younger
group, not scoring early could
have been a bit frustrating...
With five minutes left in the
game. Hamel slipped past the
Manhattan defense added one
more goal for a 4-0 lead.
"I was able to get in front of
the goal and I just put the ball in
the back of the net," Hamel said.
The Black Bears finished the
game with 34 shots as the
Jaspers were only able to muster
one shot.
Despite the lone shot on goal.
Maine keeper Tanya Adorno did
not have to make a save.
The Black Bears were able to
get a strong performance from
last year's conference defensive
player of the year, junior Linda
Consolante.•
According ,to Atherley, this
was Consolante's second day
back at Orono because she was
the last cut on the Canadian
Women's World Cup squad.
"Putting het...into our defense
(Sunday) only makes us better,"
said Atherley. "Having her back
only makes our team that iouch
more confident." • •
In the first half, the Black
Bears were able to create scoring opportunities as early as the
fifth minute.
The first clear shot on goal
came in the 10th minute as
Walsh spun around her defender
for an off-balanced shot that
went wide.

CAMPUS PHOTO BECKY PETERSON
UMaine midfielder Katie Hodge tackles a Manhattan player during their game
Sunday afternoon at Alumn, Field. Maine won the match 4-0 and improved their
season record to 3-0-0.
"1 think we played well and
one thing we worked on all
week at practice was making
first and second runs," Hathorn
said. "Even though we did not
score in the first halt', we had to
be patient and we knew eventually the goals would start to
come." •
Sunday's game consisted of
physical play as both teams

combined for IS fouls, ten of
which, belonged to Maine.
In the 76th minute, a ball was
played to Hathorn which led to
her getting a breakaway. As she
went in to score, Manhattan
keeper Jeanne Marie Gilbert,
tripped Hathorn from behind in
the box which gave the Jaspers a
red card and the Black Bears a
penalty kick.

On the penalty kick. Gilbert
was able to block the shot.
The Black Bears will play
again Saturday as they travel to
Cambridge, Mass to play in the
Harvard
Invitational
Tournament.
The team will face Dartmouth
on Saturday and will wrap-up the
trip as they take on host Harvard
on Sunday.

Men's basketball team
hires new assistant coach
By Alex Chaiken
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
announced the hiring of
Calvin Oldham as an assistant
coach to the men's basketball
team on Sept. 2. Oldham joins
the Black Bears' program after
a stint as a scout with the
Toronto Raptors of the NBA,
as well as a distinguished nead
coaching career in Germany.
Oldham worked as a player
scout during his tenure with
the Raptors, which gave him a
Chance to adjust to college
basketball after his long career
In Germany. Oldham's time in
Germany as a player began in
1983 after his college career at
Virginia Tech ended. Oldham
began coaching following an
accomplished playing career,
in which he became the fourth
highest scorer in league history and played in nine all-star
games. His accolades include
a Coach of the Year award and
an appearance coaching the

1996 German All-Star Game.
Oldham credits his time in
Germany with helping him
"learn to work with diverse
people from different backgrounds." The international
flavor of the Black Bears' roster catalyzed Oldham's decision to join the staff. "It's
intriguing that they have lots
of international players," he
said. Oldham also cited his
desire to become involved
with college basketball, the
quality of the program led by
head coach John Giannini, and
the local community as reasons for coming to Orono.
In his capacity as an assistant coach for the Black Bears,
Oldham anticipates many
responsibilities. He hopes to
assist in helping the team
come together, as well as the
individual players' acclimations to the college game.
Oldham, who maintains many
ties in Europe, also expects to
See BASKETBALL on page 17

Study Abroad
Information Meetings
Nem.,
September 2003
Does not include Monday September 1

Mondays at 2:30pm
And

Fridays at 1:30pm
in Winslow 201
Sponsored by:
Office of International Programs
100 Winslow Hall
Hours: Mon-Fri Sam-4:30pm
Visit us on-line:
wvvvv.ume.maine.edurInternational
or call 207-581-2905
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Men's soccer
season kicks off on the
right foot
See story on page 18

NFL
Preseason
a waste of
time
By Andrew Knapp
For The Maine Campus
So the New England Patriots
went 4-0 in the NFL preseason.
Who cares?
Not me.
Every summer I wait anxiously
for the start of football in
September, but I have absolutely no
desire to watch the four or five
meaningless exhibition games each
team plays in August. Yawn.
This year, I watched half of the
first Patriots' preseason game
against the Giants before I flipped
the channel and watched some golf
reruns. At least that's real.
The preseason is a joke. It does
more harm than good to players and
fans alike.
Injuries are the preseason's
greatest flaw. Each year,players are
hurt before they even get a chance
to play in a real game. And it's all
for what? Nothing. They were
injured in games nobody will
remember. I would rather see them
go down fighting for a noble cause.
With a shorter preseason, players would be less likely to get hurt.
Sure, injuries can happen any time.
But the more they play, the more
likely it is they'll get hurt. That's
just common sense.
Some people think players are
less likely to get injured in the preseason simply because it's exhibition. That's not hue. NFL players
always play their hearts out just to
prove themselves. If they don't,
they're forced to hand in their playbook and leave the team.
But now thanks to this stupid
preseason,fans won't be able to see
two of the league's top quarterbacks, the Falcons' Michael Vick
and the Jets'Chad Pennington,until
halfway through the season.
Vick got knocked out for 6-8
weeks after suffering a fractured
fibula. It would be miraculous if he
returns as the same quarterback this
season. With this injury, Vick will
likely have trouble scrambling from
the pocket. He paid that price for
nothing.
Now fans will have to watch the
new Falcon's QB Doug Johnson
run around like a chicken with its
head cut off. Yaawn. Coach Dan
Reeves might have to overdose on
Zocorjust to get through the season.
And then there's Chad
Pennington, the Jets' top prospect,
who emerged last season as one of
the premier quarterbacks in the
league. But now that he's been sidelined with a broken wrist,we'll have
to watch Vinny. YAAAWN.
Preseason is like fools' gold. It
See COLUMN on pogo 17
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A University of Montana player tags along as Black Bear Arel Gordon runs for the endzone. Maine lost 30-20.

Black Bears start season with a split
A 'Battle of the Bears' loss is buoyed by a Hofstra blowout
By Erinne Magee
For The Maine Campus
Last Saturday, fans filled the
stands and lined the fences dressed
in their favorite blue and white
apparel, anxiously awaiting the
hyped up showdown between two
top-ranked teams.
Needless to say,the 9,345 fans the largest crowd in Black Bears
Football history - got more than a
show. It was more of a 'battle.'
The Battle of the Bears took
place on August 30 as the 14th
ranked Black Bears of Maine hosted the third seeded Grizzlies of
Montana in the season-opener.
Maine saw the lead twice in the
game. The first was off from a

Mike Mellow field goal from 36yards out to make the score 3-0
with 3:45 left in the first quarter.
The second came when freshman
quarterback Ron Whitcomb hit
Kevin McMahan for a 40-yard TD
pass late in the first, making the
score 10-7.
The Bears failed to see the lead
again and fell to defeat in a final
score of30-20. Despite the loss,the
team stayed confident heading in to
the A-10 opener at Hofstra.
"The initial nervousness is
gone," said Whitcomb. "We'll be
able to see things more clearly
now."
That became evident Saturday
night as Whitcomb and the Bears
posted a 44-21 win over the Pride.

Whitcomb threw for 183 yards and
connected on three touchdown
passes.
Sophomore wide out Ryan
Waller snagged two of those cornpletions and complemented the
touchdowns with 80 yards receiving. The other Whitcomb TD pass
went to receiver Christian Pereira.
Whitcomb said the experience
of the line makes his job easier as
quarterback. "They are all guys
who have been there and know
what they are doing," he added.
On the ground, Onyi Momah
rushed for 100 yards. Sharing the
groundwork was Marcus Williams
who carried the ball 22 times for
197 yards and two touchdowns.
Williams was selected by The

Sports Network as a second-team
Preseason All- American back in
August. Last season, he totaled
1,406 yards, leading all rushers in
the conference.
As of right now, Maine is undefeated in conference play. How
does it stay that way?
Ron Whitcomb thinks the key to
the team's success is by staying
together and making as few mistakes as possible.
Or,as Frredy Lazo puts it "playing hard every play and leaving it
all on the field," will get the job
done in any case.
The Bears next conference
game is Saturday September 20
when Massachusetts comes to
town.

Fred Lazo named Atlantic-10 defensive player of the week
By Et-trine Magee
For The Maine Campus
Doing something for the first
time is tough. Unless you're
Fredy Lazo.
Upon making his debut start in
a Black Bear uniform, Lazo coled the defending Atlantic-10
champs in tackles on opening
night orthe 2003 season.
Lazo recorded 10 tackles
(seven being solo stops) in the
Bears' 30-20 loss to Montana
August 30.
That statistic was what assisted Lazo in receiving the honor of
being named the A- 10 Defensive
Player of the Week.
"Going into the season I had-

n't really
set any
goals
because I
)
e
ll
didn'i
know
what it
felt like
to be a
starter,"
the senior
Fredy Lazo
linebacker
said. "I really didn't know what
to expect or even what a good stat
was."
One "good stat" would be the
tackles he laced, but that is just
one of the many.
Individually, Lazo also tallied

gi
N4s powi

his second career interception
and added a sack to the list as
well. Not only that, but he assisted the defense in holding
Montana to 218 offensive yards,
only 49 of those being on the
ground.
"When you have the best dline in the country," Lazo smiles,
"that takes a lot of stress otT me."
He said if he just plays his gap
the rest of the defense will take
care of everything else.
Indeed Lazo held his own, but
he also saw room for improvement.
"The excitement of it being
my first start took over the
thought process," he said. "I
know that going in to the next

game I've got to slow down a little."
In preparation for his next
gridiron match-up, Lazo got it
done on the field, along with
studying game films.
Where is game two? Home
sweet home. Lazo returns to his
stomping grounds with his new
playground friends to take on the
Pride of Hofstra University.
Did Lazo fare as well as he did
five years ago when he played at
Shuan Stadium? Well, not much
compares to being crowned Long
Island champs, but notching a
conference win accompanied by
six tackles, an interception and a
fumble recovery is still impressive to a Black Bear fan.

